
hEar, here
As the visitor approaches this sculpture, he will find a 
very large ear, growing out of dense grasses and flowers. 
It is as if the earth is listening to the sounds of this par-
ticular space in the gardens. All at once, the visitor might 
start to try and listen too, as to what this ear might relay 
to its owner? What is the sound of this place? What is 
the sound of this moment? Is the garden listening to us?

This sculpture invites the visitor of the gardens to climb 
it, to sit on it, or even better - to lie in one of the indent-
ed bowls of its surface. Coming to rest is a great way to 
listen. Looking up into the sky and the trees one might 
hear the wind. Then you hear that same wind brush over 
the tall grasses and flowers surrounding the sculpture, 
You close your eyes, and you hear bees, birds, the low 
voices of visitors walking by, their steps in the gravel. 
Maybe you can hear your own breath, and your own 
heart beating. 

This sculpture is meant to bring the act of hearing into 
playful focus. Hearing can be felt by the body, as the 
sound seemingly travels into our ears, our bellies, along 
our skin. At the same time the “ear of the garden” takes 
in all that happens, all that passes by, all the words and 
sounds too, evoking the history, the character and the 
spirit of the gardens. The spherical shape of the indenta-
tion of the ear remind of satellite dishes, and the visitor 
that climbs inside becomes a receiver of the “signals” of 
the entire garden space.
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Butterfly Weed 
Asclepias tuberosa 
orange-red 
blooms July - Aug.

Indian grass 
Sorghastrum nutans 
golden-brown 
blooms Aug. - Sept. 

Purple Coneflower
Echinacea purpurea
purple
blooms June - Sep

Wild Bee Balm
Monarda fistulosa
purple
blooms July-August

The sculpture should be surrounded by 
dense planting of praerie flowers and 
grasses that grow up to the lifted edge. 
The flowering plants add color, fragrance 
and attract butterflies and bees.

Sideoats Grama 
Bouteloua curtipendula
orange-purple 
blooms July - Sept.
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